Who is Lexington Group?
Lexington is a value-driven organization that is
committed to giving its clients the confidence to
conduct their operations with the utmost precision,
agility and effectiveness.
Since 2006, leading government and private
organizations alike have turned to Lexington for
our customer focused, high performance training
and mentorship programs, our contemporary
organizational design and policy development
services and our rapid team augmentation
capabilities.
With ‘best-practice’ knowledge and a deep
understanding of your operating environment,
our international team of security, aviation and
change-management experts can help your
organization enhance and sustain its capability
to protect citizens, secure assets and safeguard
investments against a variety of threats.
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From start to finish:
Training, Consulting & Operational Support
Lexington Group’s clients are assured of
tailor-made training programs, taught by
our cadre of world-class instructors that
enable them to accomplish their mission.

With a systems approach to training, our
analysts help you to review your capabilities
and along with our elite team of advisors,
build you a logical and realistic program
that delivers immediate benefits to your
organization. Moreover, our extensive
experience in instructional design,
curriculum development and training
delivery will ensure effective skills transfer
to your team.
Lexington Group is also capable of
providing you with turnkey solutions that
elevate your operational agility. We can
stand-up whole teams or augment existing
ones. With un-matched access to a pool of
skilled professionals, we can provide you
with pilots, instructors, security personnel,
project managers and other highly
qualified personnel to help you get the
job done.

Tactical Flight Officer and FLIR Operator Training in Aviation Law Enforcement Operations: When one of the largest police aviation units in the world required a specialized police air support
training program in order to meet current and future policing requirements, Lexington Group deployed a team of law enforcement instructor pilots, Tactical Flight Officers (TFO’s), and Sensor
Operator trainers to build a first class police air support capability that could be inte grated across the entire organization. Result: Lexington Group’s customized law enforcement aviation training
programs enabled pilots and aircrew to perform the law enforcement mission expertly, improved the Command & Control structure and greatly enhanced the unit’s ability to provide effective air
support for the ground units.

Lexington has the technical know-how and experience to provide you with contemporary,
industry-focused solutions that give you distinct competitive advantage, no matter what
segment you operate in.
Our consultants are experts in their respective fields and are strategic thinkers. Whether you
are trying to gain entry into an emerging market or understand the risks to your organization’s
international growth potential, our experts will deliver relevant, practical, scalable and cost
effective solutions to strengthen your safety and security measures, mitigate your exposure to
event-risk and highlight the path for success.
We stand ready to deploy across the globe; wherever you need us. Our dedicated team will
work alongside you at your organization; delivering comprehensive training, consulting and
operations support specific to your needs, your culture, the environment you work in and the
tempo you require.

From start to finish:
Complete solutions covering multiple industries
Law Enforcement

Aviation

Police & Internal Defense

General, Military & Police

Military

Emergency Services

Paramilitary
& National Defense

Fire & Paramedic

Maritime
Port Operations
& Shipboard

Oil & Gas
Refinery, Oil Field
& Transportation

Construction
Site Logistics
& Contractor Vetting
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Specialized Training and Mentoring in Law Enforcement Operations: When an Interior Ministry in the Middle East required a program to enhance the capabilities of a special operations police
unit, Lexington Group deployed former members of elite military and law enforcement units to refine tactical proficiency, enhance operational capacity and maximize the organization’s utility
and relevance to combating criminal activity and terrorism. Result: Lexington Group’s ‘new world’ approach to training and operational support enabled our client to build a modern SWAT
organization that is ready to protect the public and make their community safer.

From start to finish:
Training, Consulting & Operational Support

Aviation Training:
• Aircraft Transition,
Recurrent, Upgrade
Training
• Air Ambulance
• Military / Paramilitary
• Police / Law Enforcement
• Search & Rescue
• Crewmember Training

Communications Training:
• Tactical Communications
Planning
• Tactical Radio Operations
• Communications
Integration

Marine Training:
•
•
•
•
•
•

SAR Planning
SAR Operations
Boat Coxswain
Navigation
Counter Piracy
Counter Narcotics

Medical Training:
• First Responder
• Advanced Trauma
• EMS / Air Ambulance
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SWAT, Special Forces
& Paramilitary Training:
•
•
•
•
•

Firearms
Fitness
Basic SWAT
Advanced SWAT
Fast Roping / Repelling

Intelligence Training:
• Tactical Surveillance
• Analysis

Consulting:
• Organizational Design
and Development
• Organization ‘health’ checks,
‘climate’ surveys and
‘stress’ tests
• Risk Assessments
and Risk Management
• Gap Analysis
• Benchmarking
• Analysis of Alternatives
• SOP and Policy Develoment
• Training Program
Management
• Strategic Planning
• Candidate Screening and
Recruitment
• Resource & Equipment
Plan Management

Operational Support:
• Instructor Pilots, Pilots, and Aircrew

•

•

•
•

for military and law enforcement
operations
Security personnel (former SWAT,
Special Forces) for government
outsourcing support or private sector
requirements
Project management and operations
support (Operations, Logistics, Aviation
Communications and Intelligence experts)
Aviation Management for civil, military
and law enforcement operations
Managed Employment Services
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Tactical Communications Training to a Police Organization: When a leading Middle East’ law enforcement agency rolled-out a new tactical communications network, Lexington Group
deployed a team of communications experts and trainers to optimize the network’s capabilities, enhance Command & Control capabilities and maximize user proficiency across the force.
Result: Lexington Group’s customised communications training programs improved the technical and tactical proficiency of thousands of police personnel, improved the Command & Control
structure and enabled net-wide, tactical communication throughout the organization.

